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Traditionally, the field of legal studies has distinguished between theoretical research and
doctrinal analysis. Those who work on theoretical questions—about the nature of legal rules, for
instance—rarely concern themselves with detailed questions arising from the application, and
interaction, of specific legal rules found in actual statutes and court opinions. There has been a
divide, in other words, between those who do “legal theory” and those who do “legal doctrine.”
Critical Analysis of Law (CAL), a contextual and interdisciplinary model for legal studies,
takes a broadly contextual approach to legal studies and moves beyond entrenched distinctions
and self-imposed limitations, pursuing critique and analysis, theory and doctrine, because both
are essential interdependent aspects of the enterprise of legal studies as a discipline. Critique
without analysis is baseless, but analysis without critique is pointless. The discipline of legal
studies cannot come into its own if it remains at war with itself.
The distinctiveness of legal studies as a scholarly discipline will not emerge unless and until
its practitioners come to see it in its contextuality, external and internal. External contextuality is
true interdisciplinarity in the bitaleral sense: the interaction between two disciplines (e.g.,
philosophy and law) rather than the use of one discipline as an opportunity for application of
another (e.g., law as applied philosophy, economics, etc.). Internal contextuality is an
intradisciplinary project that opens up critical space by regarding law from a particular
perspective within the discipline (e.g., historical analysis of law, comparative analysis of law,
etc.).
In legal studies, change is in the air. There is a growing sense that the scholarly movements
of the late twentieth century have begun to run out of steam, become victims of their own
success, or both. “Law & society,” “critical legal studies,” “law & economics” and so on have
become the new orthodoxy, as now several generations of academics have been raised on their
signal contributions. The time is ripe for exploring new directions in legal scholarship and
teaching that build on, yet move beyond, the achievements of the recent past.
Interdisciplinarity has been an important aspiration of legal studies since the 1970s (Leff
1978). Along the way, the autonomy of legal studies has been challenged and, eventually, lost
(Posner 1987).
The incursions of other disciplines—such as sociology, history, and
economics—into legal studies generated considerable anxiety, even as opening up fresh
perspectives on the study of law contributed to an explosion in legal scholarship (with less
noticeable changes in the teaching of law).
Critical analysis of law is a contextual model of legal studies for an era that embraces
interdisciplinarity, while at the same time reconceiving and contextualizing it. Critical analysis
of law insists on, and recovers, the autonomy of law as a discipline, while at the same time,
regarding law as one discipline among others, and the interdisciplinarity of legal studies not as
sui generis, but instead as a reflection of interdisciplinarity in all modes of scholarship and
teaching. Here critical analysis of law can draw on a growing body of literature on
interdisciplinarity in other disciplines and, more generally, as an approach to learning and
teaching (Klein 2010; Sá 2008; Moran 2002; Weingart & Stehr 2000), as well as on recent
attempts to better appreciate the role of interdisciplinarity in certain aspects of legal studies (for
instance, law & society, legal theory, or legal history) (Lavi 2011; Menkel-Meadow 2007; Vick
2004; Tomlins 2000; Balkin 1996).

Critical analysis of law pursues a bilateral mode of interdisciplinarity, as distinguished from
the hasty disciplinary foraging that characterized earlier modes. Over the last forty years,
interdisciplinarity in legal studies has used basic tools of the social sciences (sociology and
economics) to shake up the encrusted complacency of orthodox Legal Process and Jurisprudence
(Positivism vs. Natural Law). This unilateral mode of interdisciplinarity simply applies the tools
of established disciplines (again, primarily in the social sciences) to the raw material of “law,”
which had remained unprocessed in the hands of amateur lawyer-scholars (Bradney 1998).
Bilateral interdisciplinarity requires two disciplines, rather than using the subject matter of
one discipline as a testing ground for the other. This approach captures the sparks that fly when
two disciplines come into contact (and perhaps even collide), each benefitting from the other,
and in the end generating more light (and perhaps heat) together than each could by itself. It is a
horizontal, rather than hierarchical, interdisciplinarity, reflecting mutual respect among equals
rather than application of one’s superior wisdom, sophistication, expertise, or experience to
another realm.
Interdisciplinarity thus reconceived, however, is only one aspect of the contextuality of
critical analysis of law. It is external (interdisciplinary) contextuality, which parallels internal
(intradisciplinary) contextuality. Internal contextuality in legal studies does not bring two
disciplines into contact with each other; it instead contextualizes the study of legal norms,
practices, and institutions by drawing on the general approach that motivates another discipline,
without however bringing to bear that discipline’s fully developed methodological apparatus.
Consider, for instance, the distinction between two historical enterprises, one called “legal
history” (taken here as an interdisciplinary enterprise), the other “historical analysis of law.”
Historical analysis of law, regarded as an intradisciplinary enterprise, may place law within a
historical context to perform some function or other—perhaps to test the legitimacy of a given
legal norm in light of the principles said to underpin it or to construct its genealogy as a
technique of governance—without regarding itself as the result of an interplay between the study
of history and the study of law (Bechor 2007; Lindseth 2010; Dubber 1998). Historical analysis
of law, in this internal sense, is often disparagingly compared to so-called “lawyers’ history,” in
the sense of a tendentious account of legal developments that advocates for a certain norm or
interpretation of a norm, as if the argument were addressed to a court. Professional historians
(ordinarily scholars with a doctorate in history) often criticize internal historical analysis of law
as not “real history.” They are right, of course; historical analysis of law, however, as an
intradisciplinary project within legal studies does not set out to do “real history.” Its
contributions may prove more or less valuable, but they deserve to be assessed on their own
terms. In fact, historical analysis of law recently has emerged as a particularly vibrant mode of
inquiry, to the point where one could speak of a historical turn in legal scholarship (Tomlins
2011). Historical approaches to law, therefore, would make for a useful point of focus for an
exploration of the relationship between internal and external contextuality in legal studies.
Comparative law provides another illustration of internal contextuality in legal studies.
Unlike historical analysis of law, it does not have an external analogue; there is no discipline of
comparison as there is of history. Yet comparative analysis of law, like historical analysis of
law, has expanded and transformed itself significantly in recent years. In the past, comparative
law all too often has served as an opportunity for the dissemination of one legal system’s norms
or processes to another; the traditional world of comparative law was clearly divided into
producers and consumers. By contrast, the new comparative law, like the new model of
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interdisciplinarity, is horizontal not vertical, egalitarian not hierarchical, bilateral not unilateral
(Dubber 2006).
Comparative analysis of law, which is central to the contextuality of critical analysis of law
as a model of legal studies, reflects the distinction between internal and external contextuality in
another, narrower, sense. Traditionally, comparative analysis has been thought of only as a
means of comparing one system’s legal norms with another’s (intersystemic comparison). The
new comparative analysis, however, also explores the diversity of legal norms within a domestic
context (intrasystemic comparison); country A’s criminal law norms, for instance, can be
analyzed not only by regarding country B’s criminal law norms but also in light of country A’s
other legal norms—for instance, norms of tort law or victim compensation law that govern
similar behaviour, conflicts or situations. Consider, for instance, the treatment of a physical
attack from the perspectives of criminal law (focusing on the question of the accused’s criminal
liability for “assault”), tort law (the plaintiff’s entitlement to damages from the tortfeasor for an
“intentional assault”), and victim compensation law (the claimant’s entitlement to state
compensation for a “crime of violence”).
Ultimately, the contextualization of legal studies thus implies its globalization, without
however neglecting the importance of more local contexts. Critical analysis of law pursues
contextualization at all levels and in all aspects of legal studies, within and among disciplines,
within and among legal orders, countries, and systems.
Critical analysis of law as a contextual model of legal studies thus is both disciplinary and
interdisciplinary, internal and external, domestic and global, doctrinal and theoretical, descriptive
and normative. In this way, critical analysis of law reflects the tension between facticity and
normativity inherent in—but not unique to—law, making possible, and encouraging, the diverse,
unpredictable, risky, and occasionally exciting and illuminating explorations at the point of
contact, and perhaps even conflict, between analytic frames of reference.
Critical analysis as contextuality in legal studies thus both resembles and differs from
contextuality in other disciplines. The analytic aims and methods are the same as elsewhere;
law, however, is not merely fact, but also norm, and legal studies is not merely analytic, but
critical. Critical analysis investigates not only the functioning of a legal order, to better
understand it or even to improve its operation. In the end, it interrogates a legal order’s
legitimacy, tests its normative mettle, not merely its operation. Legal studies is not only a social
science or a Geisteswissenschaft, but also a normative enterprise. Just what kind of enterprise it
is, and whether it can be usefully conceptualized as a science, and not merely an applied
science—as the German Rechtswissenschaft has assumed for centuries, though recently with
diminishing confidence—remains to be seen (Kindhäuser 2009; Schröder 2001).
[June 2012]
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